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Giant Digital Letterforms: LEDs and Pixelated Type

 The first time that I saw an LED matrix was in the inaugural issue of CRAFT magazine, published in April 2006. This 

issue contained a tutorial by Leah Buechley for an electronic t-shirt lined with a programmable grid of LEDs which displayed 

animations and words. (Buechley 2006) The potential in Leah’s project for displaying type through LED grids left a big 

impression on me. As a designer, I’ve been interested in how to use LED matrixes to display typography, especially through 

low-resolution, low-technology displays. The appeal of looking at giant, scaled-up digital letters was something I started 

working with in my undergraduate design program at Emily Carr University in Vancouver. At the time I was using low 

resolution, aliased typefaces that were being developed for use in Flash animations in 2004 and 2005. I scaled up the size of 

pixelated letter forms through knitted textiles, making them tactile and wearable. Years later when I was taking an elec-

tronics courses in Oakland, CA, I asked my instructor how I could render type in an LED matrix. His answer was “Charlieplex-

ing.” Although this was more complicated of an answer than multiplexing, it brought my focus in this course to attempt to 

understand how to build and program LED matrices. 

How Does Multiplexing Work?

 Multiplexing and the later development of charlieplexing work because of the phenomenon of persistence of vi-

sion. A row of LEDs can seem to be turned on when they are actually flickering in sequence at a rate faster than our human 

eyes can perceive. (Tuupola 2012) Since microcontrollers have a set number of pins to drive a display, multiplexing and 

its variants allow for a maximum amount of output with a minimum number of pins. (source) Multiplexing is also used to 

control numerical and alphanumerical displays, such as 7 segment, 14 segment and 16 segment displays. With the numeri-

cal and alphanumerical displays, each one shares common lines and 

only a single number or letter in a display is turned on at one time. 

(Scherz 2007)

Common Cathode and Common Anode

 LED matrices can be set up as common cathode and com-

mon anode. This refers to how each row and column of LEDs is con-

nected to ground and power. For a common cathode array, all the 

grounds for each LED are in rows and all of their positive sides are 

in columns. A common anode array is the opposite of this, grounds 

connected in columns and power in rows. In this arrangement, each
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 row or column can now controlled by one pin from a microcontroller. RGB LEDs are also classified as being either 

common cathode or common anode. (wavelet1208 2012) 

Using Integrated Circuits 

 By adding a multiplexer/demultiplexer integrated circuit to an LED matrix design, the matrix can be 

controlled with even fewer pins. Two projects online that use integrated circuits like this are Analog Multiplexer/

Demultiplexer 4051 on the Arduino Playground (playground.arduino.cc/learning/4051 ) and Multiplexing with 

Arduino and the 74HC595  (www.instructables.com/id/Multiplexing-with-Arduino-and-the-74HC595/). Using these 

components to receive input signals from an Arduino allows for that signal to be divided up between a higher 

number of output pins. There is also a LED Matrix tutorial that comes with an Arduino library for the MAX7219/

MAX7221 for driving an 8 x 8 circuit. (playground.arduino.cc/Main/LEDMatrix)

Charlieplexing

 Charlieplexing takes multiplexing a step further. This method of building a LED matrix was developed in 

the 1990s by Charles Allen, a researcher in California at Maxim Integrated. In his words “The method utilizes the 

tri-state logic capabilities of microcontrollers in order to gain efficiency over traditional multiplexing.” Tri-state logic 
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refers to the ability of each pin to be set to one of three different states: high voltage, no voltage or input. In multi-

plexing, pins are set to only two of those states, being turned either on or off. If a design is using a large number of 

LEDs, but only needs a few of them on at one time, a matrix which is charlieplexed would enable the use of fewer 

pins than a regular multiplexed display. In a charlieplexed array, LEDs are paired between pins, a design that can 

be extrapolated for large numbers of LEDs based on the formula n - n, where n is the number of pins. The above 

diagram shows a simplified 6 LED matrix using 3 LED pairs. (Wikipedia 2012)

 A good example using charlieplexing is the Bulb Dial Clock from Evil Mad Scientists (www.evilmadscien-

tist.com/2010/on-the-design-of-the-bulbdial-clock/). In their post about the design of their unique clock, the mad 

scientists explain why they decided to use charlieplexing and how they set up their matrix to use different colours 

of LEDs, each needing a specific resistor.   
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LED Matrix Projects + Resources

Multiplexing 

1. Leah Buechly’s original multiplexed tank top that was featured in CRAFT magazine. 

web.media.mit.edu/~leah/grad_work/diy/diy_tank.html 

2. Hat Hack - A furry hat that uses multiplexed 5x7 LED modules chained in groups of 6. 

lushprojects.com/hhack/ 

3. LightBright - Several projects with hand-built multiplexed matrices, including a t-shirt, a tie and a full suit. 

Video at www.youtube.com/watch?v=EIA2nVgcJcQ#t=0m26s 

lightbright.net/ 

4. Using IC with a multiplexed LED matrix. 

http://playground.arduino.cc/learning/4051

Charlieplexing

1. A charlieplexing tutorial using the Raspberry Pi 

www.instructables.com/id/Charlieplexing-with-the-Raspberry-Pi/ 

2. Detailed technical explanation of charlieplexing, along with basic electronics info for building  

charlieplexed matrices. 

www.instructables.com/id/Charlieplexing-LEDs--The-theory/ 

3. An Arduino charlieplexing library 

www.arduino.cc/playground/code/charlieplex 

4. A scrolling clock made with charlieplexing and Arduino 

arduino.cc/forum/index.php?topic=120015.0

Materials

1. Gigantic LED matrixes 

www.limpkin.fr/index.php?post/2011/05/12/Oops...-I-dit-it-again! 

2. Peggy 2 

shop.evilmadscientist.com/productsmenu/tinykitlist/75-peggy2 

3. Conway’s Game of Life Kit 

www.adafruit.com/products/89
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